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Recent technical advances have demonstrated the importance of pore-scale geo-
chemical processes for governing Earth’s evolution. However, the contribution of
pores at different scales to overall geochemical reactions remains poorly understood.
Here, we integrate multiscale characterisation and reactive transport modelling to
study the contribution of pore-scale geochemical processes to the hydrogeochemical
evolution of dolomite rock samples during CO2-driven dissolution experiments.
Our results demonstrate that approximately half of the total pore volume is invisible
at the scale of commonly used imaging techniques. Comparison of pre- and post-
experimental analyses demonstrate that porosity-increasing, CO2-driven dissolution

processes preferentially occur in pores 600 nm–5 μm in size, but pores <600 nm in size show no change during experimental
alteration. This latter observation, combined with the anomalously high rates of trace element release during the experiments,
suggests that nanoscale pores are accessible to through-flowing fluids. A three dimensional simulation performed directly on one
of the samples shows that steady state pore-scale trace element reaction rates must be∼10× faster than that of dolomite in order
to match measured effluent concentrations, consistent with the large surface area-to-volume ratio and high reactivity of these
pores. Together, these results yield a new conceptualmodel of pore-scale processes, and urge cautionwhen interpreting the trace
element concentrations of ancient carbonate rocks.
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Introduction

Carbonate rocks, comprised of calcite, dolomite, and/or arago-
nite, have been abundant both spatially and temporally through-
out Earth’s history. Carbonate reservoirs hold more than 60% of
the world’s remaining oil and 40 % of its natural gas, and have
thus historically occupied a significant proportion of the global
energy landscape (Tucker and Wright, 2009). Looking forward,
these same hydrocarbon-trapping characteristics have also
made them important targets for geologic carbon dioxide
(CO2) storage as the global energy economy transitions away
from fossil fuels (Crawshaw and Boek, 2013).

Nonetheless, carbonate rocks are notorious for their often
complex pore structures and lack of clear porosity-permeability
relationships (Archie, 1952; Tucker and Wright, 2009). To this
end, numerous recent studies have examined the hydrogeo-
chemical evolution of carbonates using a combination of imaging
and geochemical analyses, often with a specific focus on CO2

injection for geologic CO2 storage (GCS) or Enhanced Oil
Recovery (EOR) (Luhmann et al., 2014; Luquot and Gouze,
2009; Smith et al., 2013; Wunsch et al., 2013). This work has

generally concentrated on the dissolution of primary carbonate
minerals, and coupled changes in porosity and permeability dur-
ing reaction with dissolved CO2 (Smith et al., 2013; Tutolo et al.,
2014), although a number of studies have examined the mobility
of trace elements during CO2-driven dissolution of the primary
carbonate minerals (Navarre-Sitchler et al., 2013; Wunsch et al.,
2013; Luhmann et al., 2014). Many of these studies have
observed non-stoichiometric mobilisation of trace elements dur-
ing carbonate dissolution, where observed concentrations of
trace elements are asmuch as an order of magnitude higher than
would be expected from measured Ca or Mg concentrations.
Some evidence demonstrating the exceptional mobility of such
trace elements in pure calcite crystals is available in the literature
(e.g., Stipp et al., 1992); nevertheless, the pore-scale mechanisms
for trace element mobilisation remain poorly constrained.

With analytical revolutions over the past several decades,
our ability to analyse geochemical processes at smaller and
smaller scales has grown, such that processes which were largely
theoretically inferred in the final decades of the 20th century
are now routinely observable in laboratories around the world.
This analytical revolution has led to the understanding that
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pore-scale processes, i.e. those occurring at the scale of individ-
ual pores in a rock, in fact govern the bulk (i.e. continuum-scale)
geochemical interactions between rocks and fluids (e.g., Li et al.,
2006; Molins et al., 2012; Plümper et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2019).
Indeed, some have argued that the study of pore-scale geo-
chemical processes should be considered a discipline in its
own right (Steefel et al., 2015). This newfound recognition of
the importance of pore-scale geochemical processes, combined
with our growing knowledge of the size distribution of pores in
geologic media (e.g., Anovitz and Cole, 2015), has led to the
question: what is the relative reactivity of a rock’s various pore sizes?
In other words, although we now understand the importance of
geochemical processes occurring at the scale of individual pores,
we do not yet have a quantitative understanding of the relative
role of different pore sizes in controlling bulk, continuum-
scale geochemical processes. Here, we present new multiscale
neutron- and x-ray-based analyses of dolomite rock cores
exposed to hydrothermal experiments to address the question
of how the various pores sizes present in dolomite rocks impact
their bulk hydrogeochemical evolution.

Methods and Results

Details of hydrothermal flow-through experiments were previ-
ously provided by Luhmann et al. (2014), but are summarised
here to provide context for the presented, new results. Nine
experiments were performed on ∼1.3 cm (diameter) × 2.6 cm
(length) dolomite cores at 100 °C and 150 bar pore fluid pressure
and 200 bar confining pressure to simulate fluid-rock interaction
in high pCO2 carbonate reservoirs. Injected solutions contained
1 molal NaCl and 0.65 molal CO2. Experiments lasted from
61 minutes to 9 days, with the duration being a function of
the injection rate and the time which it took for permeability
to begin to increase exponentially.

A wide variety of geochemical techniques suggest that the
cores used in our experiments are almost entirely comprised of
nearly stoichiometric dolomite, and electron microprobe (EMP)
analyses confirm that the dolomite is geochemically homo-
geneous at the scale of interrogation, i.e. at mapping resolutions
of ∼2 μmwith a beam diameter of 10 μm (Luhmann et al., 2014).
Spot analyses of Sr andMn are in good agreement with the bulk
geochemical analysis, again confirming that the measured trace
elements are embedded within the dolomite structure rather
than present as a discrete phase. Assuming that the measured

cations are incorporated within the dolomite structure gives
the formula:

Ca1.02Mg0.98Ba0.00003Fe0.0037Mn0.00076Sr0.00010ðCO3Þ2:
In spite of the homogeneous distribution of trace elements Ba,
Mn, and Sr, their concentrations in effluent fluids far exceeded
that expected from stochiometric dolomite dissolution in all
samples. In the present study, we calculate the Ca normalised
release ratio of trace element i from the core according to:

Release Ratio = ðCi,f =CCa,f Þ=ðCi,r=CCa,rÞ, Eq. 1

where C indicates concentration, and the subscripts f and r indi-
cate fluid and rock, respectively. Ca was used for these calcula-
tions, but virtually identical results would be achieved if Mg was
used, since Ca and Mg concentrations were very similar in all
samples. Plotting the release ratios against the cumulative
water-to-rock ratio (calculated by normalising the cumulative
mass of injectedwater by themass of the core) demonstrates that
∼10× the amount of most trace cations in the cores, as compared
to the major dolomite cations, was recovered during the disso-
lution experiments, with Ba and Mn being extracted at signifi-
cantly faster rates than Sr (Fig. 1). The non-stoichiometric
dissolution of trace elements suggests that the dissolution proc-
ess continued even after the solution approached equilibrium
with respect to dolomite. However, core-scale porosity changes,
as measured by XRCT, agree well with the volumetric removal of
dolomite calculated from effluent Ca and Mg concentrations
(Luhmann et al., 2014). XRCT imagery also demonstrates that
porosity changes during the experiments occurred largely in
channels connecting large pores in the fluid flow path, and, to
some degree, augmented pre-existing pores (see Graphical
Abstract, caption in Supplementary Information).

The present study was initiated to provide insight into the
roles of specific pore sizes in increasing sample porosity/
permeability and facilitating trace element recovery.We hypoth-
esised that pores at scales invisible in the XRCT imagery allowed
the reactant brines to penetrate into the dolomite and selectively
remove the minor, less compatible elements without dissolving
significant amounts of the dolomite itself. To test this hypothesis,
we performed a series of Small and Ultra-Small Angle Neutron
Scattering ((U)SANS) measurements to complement the
previously published XRCT imagery. More information about
these analyses is given in the Supplementary Information,
however, briefly, (U)SANS measurements permit quantitative

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1 Ca normalised release ratios of (a) Ba, (b) Mn, and (c) Sr during flow-through experiments at flow rates ranging from 0.01 to
1mL/min, plotted as a function of the cumulative water-to-rock ratio. At the conclusion of the slowest flow rate experiments (0.01 mL/min),
∼60 % of the Ba, ∼30 % of the Mn, and ∼5 % of the Sr had been removed from the cores, while only ∼3 % of the Ca had been removed.
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characterisation of pores with diameters from ∼1 nm to ∼10 μm.
These measurements were combined with a re-analysis of
the XRCT imagery (8 μm voxel size) to provide a quantita-
tive description of the changes in porosity and pore size distri-
bution over all relevant pore sizes. We chose two end member
experiments representative of flow rates of 0.01 and 0.1 mL/min
(Expts. 3 and 8, respectively, from Luhmann et al., 2014) and two
“pristine” samples from the same hand sample for the (U)SANS
measurements.

With the addition of the pore size distribution calculations
based on the combined XRCT-USANS-SANS data set, we can
delineate which pores were participating in individual physical
and chemical processes during the experiments (Fig. 2).
Approximately half of the total pore volume in the dolomite
cores occurs at pore sizes<8 μm, and is thus invisible at the scale
of our XRCT measurements (Table S-1). Pores 600 nm–5 μm
grew to >5 μm, while pores <600 nm showed no change,
with slower flow rates yielding more, larger porosity. The com-
bined chemical and physical analyses demonstrate that the
largest (≥5 μm) pores dominantly contribute to changes in
porosity and permeability, consistent with these pores providing
access to through-flowing fluids. However, these analyses and
calculations of required interaction volumes (Supplementary
Information) also strongly suggest that the smallest (≲600 nm)
pores actively interact with the larger (>600 nm) pores, in turn
suggesting that they greatly contribute to the non-stoichiometric
release of trace elements, such that fluids are effectively interact-
ing with almost the entire rock volume.

Reactive Transport Modelling of Steady
State Trace Element Fluxes

The new observations were incorporated into a PFLOTRAN
(Lichtner et al., 2019) micro-continuum reactive transport
model in order to test our hypothesis regarding trace element
mobility during carbonate interactions with CO2-rich fluids. A
description of this model and its inputs is included in the
Supplementary Information. In the case of dolomite dissolution,

the results of the model demonstrate excellent agreement with
output fluids sampled by Luhmann et al. (2014) (Fig. 3). More-
over, the results also demonstrate a reduction in the average
(i.e. continuum-scale) rate of dolomite dissolution as the solution
approaches equilibriumwith respect to dolomite, but a near con-
stant average dissolution rate of the trace components because
the solution remains far from equilibrium with respect to these
phases (Fig. 3d). In the case of the simulated trace components
(Mn, Sr, and Ba), the outlet concentrations are ∼10 % of the
measured values i.e. 2.2 μmolal versus ∼15–16 μmol/kg in the
case of Mn (Fig. 3c); 0.18 μmolal versus 1.5 μmol/kg in the case
of Ba, and 0.37 μmolal versus 1.1 μmol/kg in the case of Sr.
Because solid state diffusion rates of trace elements in carbonates
at low temperatures only permit Angstrom-scale transport dis-
tances over ourminute-to-hour fluid residence times (Stipp et al.,
1992), this observation demands that the reaction rates of these
trace components are ∼10× faster than that of dolomite.

The enhanced trace element reaction rates can be
explained in two ways. Either: 1) the reaction rate of these trace
components is significantly faster than that of the bulk dolomite
because of the inherent energetic unfavourability of these ele-
ments in the dolomite structure (Marini, 2006); or 2) these trace
elements are dissolving from nanoscale pores with a reactive
surface area∼10× greater than the dominant flow paths. In real-
ity, each of these factors probably plays a role, but the latter is
more strongly supported when considering not only the simu-
lated, steady state reaction rates (to which the former likely also
contributes) but also the extent of reaction in the dolomite sur-
rounding these pores required to achieve such high trace
element recoveries (Fig. 4). By virtue of their minute size, these
pores have amuch larger surface area-to-volume ratio andmuch
smaller required interaction radii than their larger counterparts
(Fig. 4), which would serve to facilitate both rapid dolomite
equilibration and/or recrystallisation as well as rapid trace
element extraction.

Together, our results can be used to inform a conceptual
model for the role of a rock’s various pore sizes in its hydro-
geochemical evolution that assigns a specific role to both the

(a) (b)

Figure 2 XRCT-USANS-SANSanalysis of changes in pore sizedistribution, representedhere as the%of the total sample volume (dϕ) that can
be attributed to a specific size range of pore sizes (dlog(D)) as calculated by the polydisperse spherical pore (PSDP) model. Integration under
the curves yields the entire porosity of the sample. Analysis of pre-experiment (filled circles) and post-experiment (open circles) samples run
at flow rates of (a)0.01mL/minand (b) 0.1mL/minpermits observationof thedecreases and increases of thedistributionof pores over specific
size ranges.
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“visible” and “invisible” pores. In this conceptual model, fluids
in the “visible” pores remain in a dissolution dominated, pore
enlarging regime and probably do not contribute much more
than the stoichiometrically expected mass of trace elements to
the through-going fluids, since doing so would require extreme
interaction volumes (Fig. 4). At the same time, fluids in “invis-
ible” pores approach equilibrium with respect to primary dolo-
mite, but remain far from equilibrium with respect to its trace
components. The saturation states of the fluids in these pores
thus allow the fluid to extract the trace elements without signifi-
cantly increasing the pore size. This could be achieved through
selective extraction of these elements from the dolomite struc-
ture due to structural misfit, or from dissolution of primary dolo-
mite and re-precipitation of a purer phase. Although structural
misfit is a plausible explanation for more rapid, instantaneous
surface reaction rates, consideration of the interaction radii plot-
ted in Fig. 4 (up to 10s to 100s of 15.95 Å; Steinfink and Sans,
1959) dolomite unit cells for “invisible” (<600 nm) pores) and
the lack of change in the proportion of pores <600 nm in size
suggests that coupled dolomite dissolution-reprecipitation likely
plays an important role. Regardless of the mechanism, the
elevated recoveries demonstrate that the “invisible” pores are
connected to the larger scale “visible” flow paths in the core,
such that the fluids are efficiently leaching trace elements from
a dense, nanoporous network, but only altering porosity in select
core sections.

Implications

The results presented here have significant implications for both
the development of hydrogeochemical models of sedimentary

)b()a(

)d()c(

Figure 3 Results of micro-continuum reactive transport simulations on a post-experiment core from a 0.01 mL/min injection experiment.
(a) Ca concentration, (b) pH, (c)Mn concentration, and (d) reaction rate in the centre-most element along the length of the core. In (a), (b),
and (c), pore space is plotted in black.

Figure 4 Visualisation of the radius of interaction (r2) required to
produce experimentally measured element recoveries for pore
radii (r1) ranging from 1 nm to 10 μm and the corresponding spe-
cific surface area of these pores. Calculations assume that the
rock’s initial porosity is comprised of a uniform distribution of
pores of radius= r1. The difference between the trace element
(Ba, Mn, Sr) and Ca lines represents the radius from which these
elements would have to have been removed without removing
Ca to achieve observed recoveries. Figure 2 and accompanying
analysis suggests these processes dominantly occurred in pores
<600 nm in size, where volumetric specific surface area is orders
of magnitude higher and r1–r2 is 10s–100s of times lower than in
pores >600 nm in size. msmts, measurements.
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rocks as well as the use of carbonate rocks for the interpretation
of past environmental conditions. We have shown that a very
significant fraction of pores within carbonate rocks are present
at scales that are not easily probed using conventional imaging
techniques. Our combined analyses have shown that the largest
pores in our samples contribute to the dissolution-driven poros-
ity increases but that the smallest pores are most likely contrib-
uting to trace element release from the rock without significantly
changing in size. This latter observation indicates that trace ele-
ments can be removed from dolomite rocks without leaving
important telltale signs of alteration, such as pore enlargement
or mineral etching. Increasingly, the trace element contents of
ancient carbonate rocks are being used to interpret past Earth
conditions (e.g., Gilleaudeau et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016), yet
our results show that the trace element content of these rocks
can be very dramatically altered during water-rock interaction
over geologic time. Although our experiments were run with
CO2 concentrations higher than may be encountered in most
carbonate reservoirs, they were also extremely short in duration
when compared with diagenetic processes occurring over
geologic time.
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Graphical Abstract Caption 
 

Visualisation of porosity increases during CO2-driven dissolution experiments at injection rates of 0.1 (left) and 0.01 (right) mL/min.  

Pores plotted in yellow existed within the pre-experiment sample, while the blue volume represents porosity created as a result of 

experimental alteration. 
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Core Characterisation 
 

X-ray Computed Tomography 

 

XRCT imagery was originally presented by Luhmann et al. (2014), but was re-processed and re-analysed here to permit quantitative 

analysis and visualisation of porosity creation during CO2-driven dissolution of dolomite.  All rock cores were scanned at similar 

energy and current conditions and reconstructed at a voxel resolution of 8 μm, which is a result of the relatively large size of the rock 

cores.   Still, the full resolution of the reconstructed volume of each core has a file size ~10 GB, making it difficult to perform volume 

subtraction between pre- and post-experiment 3D images of cores. For this reason, we rescaled the resolution to 15 μm prior to 

analysing them using Avizo Fire 9.0 and/or PerGeos. Pre- and post-experiment 3D volumes were first registered using a rigid 

transformation which is restricted to translation and rotation in three directions. Once aligned, the 3D volumes were segmented to 

select the macro-scale pore space using interactive thresholding which produced a binary volume; we then subtracted the pre-

experimental volume from the post-experiment volume. The resulting binary volume contains the new pore space that developed 

during the experiments (see Graphical Abstract). 

To permit fitting and analysis of a single, combined XRCT and (U)SANS data set representing porosity over pore sizes ranging 

from ~1 nm to ~1 mm, we converted the real space XRCT data into Fourier space. This conversion was performed using radial 

autocorrelation functions calculated from the processed (binarised) XRCT data sets using the PerGeos software package.  Since, for 

a two-phase system (e.g., rocks and pores in the present study), the neutron scattering intensity (i.e., that which is measured through 

(U)SANS analyses) is proportional to the Fourier transform of the geometric correlation function (Debye et al., 1957), this two-point 

autocorrelation function calculated from the XRCT imagery can be directly translated to absolute neutron scattering intensities.  

Equations and procedures for performing these calculations were previously outlined by Radlinski et al. (2004b), Anovitz et al. (2013), 

and Gu et al. (2020).   MatlabTM scripts previously developed by Gu et al. (2020), and generously shared with us, were used in the 

present study.  A unique aspect of our work in relation to the previously published combined imaging-(U)SANS studies is that we 

used 3D XRCT imagery, instead of the two-dimensional scanning electron microscopy imaging typically used in other analyses in 

the literature.  Our approach has two distinct advantages over those previously published data sets: 1) our calculated correlation 

functions are generally significantly smoother because of the significantly larger sample size; and 2) our significantly larger sample 

volume permits more statistically robust analysis of the analysed rock samples.  A comparison of the calculated data for all cores 

with available data is presented in Figure S-1. 

The uncertainty on XRCT data acquisition and processing is difficult to determine.  In one particularly well-constrained attempt 

to quantify this uncertainty, Porter and Wildenschild (2010) calculated absolute errors of <1.5 % on porosity, relative to “spherical 

cap” analytical estimates of porosity generated through several XRCT processing schemes performed on well-constrained data sets.  

The observation that the volumes of core-scale porosity changes, as measured by XRCT, agree well with the volumetric removal of 

dolomite calculated from effluent Ca and Mg concentrations (Luhmann et al., 2014) reinforces the relatively small uncertainty on 

these XRCT analyses.   

 

Neutron Scattering 

 

(U)SANS measurements were performed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology Center for Neutron Research 

(NCNR) reactor facility in Gaithersburg, MD, USA and the ISIS neutron and muon source in the United Kingdom.  The (U)SANS 

measurements were performed on both pristine and post-experiment samples, which were prepared as doubly polished, 150 μm 

thick sections superglued to unfrosted quartz glass slides by Burnham Petrographics, LLC in Rathdrum, ID, USA. We chose two end-

member experimental rock cores representative of flow rates of 0.01 and 0.1 mL/min (Expts. 3 and 8, respectively, from Luhmann et 

al. (2014)) for the post-experiment analysis.  The initial round of measurements on the post-experiment samples, which were 

performed at NCNR, were focused on the upstream end of the post-experiment core samples where XRCT measurements 

demonstrated the majority of porosity formation occurred.   Subsequently, SANS measurements were performed at ISIS on the 

downstream ends of the core samples.  These subsequent ISIS SANS measurements demonstrate that, at least over the pore size 

interval interrogated with SANS measurements, the upstream and downstream sections of the post-experiment cores show no 

significant variations in scattering over the (U)SANS range. 
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NCNR (U)SANS measurements 

 

Cadmium apertures were used to define the diameter of the incident beam for all NCNR (U)SANS measurements at 3/8 inch and 1/2 

inch for the experimental and pristine samples, respectively.  NCNR SANS measurements were performed using the NG3 (now 

known as NGB30) instrument (Glinka et al., 1998).  Scattering intensities were measured at sample-to-detector distances of 1.33, 4, 

and 13.17 m using a neutron wavelength (λ) = 6 Å.  Measurements were repeated at 13.17 m using λ = 8.4 Å and MgF2 lenses in order 

to extend the SANS measurements as far up into the USANS region as possible.   USANS measurements were performed on the BT5 

instrument (Barker et al., 2005) in slit-height geometry with λ = 2.38 Å.   

All measurements were corrected for scattering from the quartz glass slide upon which they were mounted.  Two-dimensional 

SANS measurements at each sample-to-detector distance were corrected for sample transmission and radially averaged over binned 

ranges to obtain values of scattering intensity at discrete values of momentum transfer, Q.  USANS measurements were corrected for 

empty-beam and background scattering, normalized to absolute intensities, and desmeared using the NCNR Igor Pro© macros (Kline, 

2006).   

Overall, the NCNR SANS and USANS measurements covered momentum transfer ranges from ~5×10-5 to ~0.001 and ~0.001 

to ~0.01 Å-1, respectively, which allows for combined analysis of the full data set. Once combined data sets were obtained, incoherent 

background scattering, caused mostly by hydrogen within the sample, was removed from the combined curves using the PRINSAS 

software package (Hinde, 2004). 

 

ISIS SANS measurements 

 

The downstream segments of cores from the experimental samples prepared for (U)SANS analysis were analysed at ISIS neutron 

and muon source to gain insight into the evolution of pores in these portions of the core, which underwent significantly less reaction 

than their upstream counterparts (Luhmann et al., 2014).  The ISIS SANS2d instrument functions in time of flight (TOF) mode, 

meaning that a white beam of neutrons (between 1.75 and 12.5 Å in our particular configuration) reach the sample every ISIS pulse 

(10 Hz).  During SANS2d data acquisition, scattering is measured over a much wider momentum transfer (Q in Figs. S-1 and S-2) 

simultaneously, since the neutron source is not monochromatic but rather a wavelength range, permitting the use of only one sample 

to detector distance, 12 m in our case.  Samples were masked with a 8 mm circular aperture, which translates to a measured volume 

of 30.2 mm3.  Sample transmission was measured as a function of wavelength in order to correct the measured intensities.  A pristine 

sample was measured at both NCNR and ISIS and yielded nearly identical results, thus confirming the inter-comparison of data 

acquired at both neutron sources. 

Figure S-1 Comparison of pre- and post-experiment XRCT data (transformed into neutron intensity space) for 8 of the 9 experiments presented 
by Luhmann et al. (2014) (one of the cores at for the 0.01 mL/min experiments does not have a pre-experimental scan).  Each individual plot 
is labeled with the overall porosity change (Δϕ) and the flow rate for the given experiment. 
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Data combination 

  
Processed (U)SANS data sets were combined with XRCT data using Matlab™ and are presented in Figure S-2. In all cases, significant 

overlap was achieved between individual XRCT, USANS, and SANS data sets.  The highest and lowest Q data points, which tended 

to deviate slightly from the power-law behaviour of the overall data set (typically because of less robust data quality at the limits of 

each instrument’s resolution), were trimmed to enable better visualisation and fitting.  Since the sample preparation requirements 

for (U)SANS analysis (i.e., polished thick section) is necessarily incompatible with the subsequent usage of the identical sample for 

hydrothermal flow-through experiments, our analysis of the evolution of pore size distributions as a result of CO2-driven dissolution 

was performed by comparing the post-experiment analyses with a combined “pre-experiment” dataset consisting of the pre-

experiment XRCT imaged volume (converted to I(Q) vs Q as discussed above) and (U)SANS analyses of unaltered rocks from the 

same hand sample.  The (U)SANS measurements performed on the two pristine samples are nearly identical, suggesting that they 

are representative of the entire hand sample from which the individual experimental cores were drilled. 

 

Data Analysis with PRINSAS 

 
The combined XRCT-USANS-SANS data sets for the two post-experiment samples and the two pristine samples were processed 

using the PRINSAS software package (Hinde, 2004).  Incoherent scattering was removed using the PRINSAS fitting and removal 

function, and the combined data set was analysed by modelling the rock samples as a polydisperse distribution of pores and solid 

(Clarkson et al., 2012; Jin et al., 2011; Radlinski et al., 2004a; Tutolo et al., 2016).  The scattering length density for dolomite was 

calculated using the NCNR SLD calculator (https://www.ncnr.nist.gov/resources/activation/) to be 5.388×10-6 Å-2.  The uncertainty 

on pore size distribution calculations is of course dependent upon the uncertainties of the SANS, USANS, and XRCT data sets as well 

as the PRINSAS fitting process.  Radlinski et al. (2004b) suggest that the relative error for the absolute value of pore number densities 

(i.e., the fraction of pores of a certain size) is independent of pore size, and is generally better than ±50 %.  

 

Micro-continuum simulations with PFLOTRAN  
 

The concept of using micro-continuum simulations to investigate pore-scale geochemical processes was discussed in detail by Steefel 

et al. (2015) using a series of simulations performed on two-dimensional modelled domain directly discretized from imaging data 

sets.  In the present study, due to the availability of 3D imaging data and the computational efficiency of the PFLOTRAN software 

package, we were able to expand this approach to a three-dimensional (3D) modelled domain.  Nonetheless, because of the significant 

computational burden associated with the 3D micro-continuum simulations, we decided to focus our modelling efforts on only one 

of the two post-experiment cores analysed by (U)SANS.  We chose the one representative of 0.01 mL/min flow rate to minimize the 

advective transport, thereby permitting the most complete observations of the relative contribution of large and small pores through  

Figure S-2 Combined XRCT, SANS, and USANS data for representative samples from the 0.01 and 0.1 mL/min experiments. 
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diffusion during our experiments.  We chose to perform the simulations using a post-experiment rather than pre-experiment 

geometry because the post-experiment core is representative of the final stages of the experiment where a steady-state flux of both 

major and trace elements had been obtained and the rate of porosity change was lower than in previous stages of the experiment.   

 

 

  

Table S-2 Parameters used in PFLOTRAN Simulations 
Physical properties 
"Solid" Porosity 0.121 
Total core porosity 0.153 
Permeability 1.32 × 10

 -15
 m

2 
Outlet Pressure 15006835.2 Pascals 
Inlet Pressure 15000000 Pascals 
Temperature 100 °C 
Geochemical Properties 

Mineral Volume fraction 
Surface area (m

2
/m

3
 

element) 
Dolomite 0.999 3.77 
Rhodochrosite 1.8 × 10

 -4
  6.79 × 10

 -4
  

Siderite 8.4 × 10
 -4

  3.17 × 10
 -3

  
Strontianite 3.0 × 10

 -5
  1.13 × 10

 -4
  

Witherite 1.0 × 10
 -5

  3.77 × 10
 -5

  

Table S-1 Porosity changes during dolomite dissolution experiments. 
Expt. Initial porosity (%) Final porosity (%) 

 XRCT
♮ Saturation

* XRCT
* Saturation 

1 7.6 13.30 8.41 14.12 
2 7.9 15.13 8.69 15.92 
3 6.3 13.94 7.16 14.80 
4 6.7 14.05 7.41 14.75

† 
5 7.7 13.75 8.62 14.67 
6 6.8 13.55 7.74 14.48 
7 6.2 14.45 7.60 15.85 
8 6.2 12.78 8.70 15.28

† 
9 6.9 12.72 9.17 14.99 

♮
Luhmann et al. (2014) 

*
Calculated from the pre- (for XRCT measurement) or post- (for saturation measurement) experiment 

porosity using measured concentrations and dissolution of ideal dolomite (2.9 g/cm3) 
†
Calculated from a correlation between porosity and dry mass/volume measured on all other cores. 
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Physical Parameterisation 

 

The micro-continuum simulation was performed on the post-experiment core from Experiment 8 in Luhmann et al. (2014).  Physical 

properties used in the simulation are presented in Table S-2. This core had a final post-experiment permeability of 1.32×10-15 m2, and 

a final porosity of 0.1528 (Table S-1).  Due to the hard limit on the number of degrees of freedom permitted in PFLOTRAN simulations 

(232), we needed to sub-sample the 8 μm resolution XRCT data set to 60 μm resolution, yielding a 210 × 208 × 405 element simulated 

volume.  Element porosity was set as 1 in XRCT-observable pores, which accounted for 0.032 of the total porosity, and 0.121 in “solid” 

elements.  Summed over the entire simulated core, this yielded the measured post-experiment porosity (0.153, Table S-2).   It is 

important to note that the 60 μm × 60 μm × 60 μm element size requires that all elements other than those which are entirely void 

space contain a combination of both “visible” and “invisible” pores.  Thus, the concentrations and reaction rates plotted in Figure 3 

represent a continuum-scale average of the pore-scale concentrations.  Elements outside of the cylindrical core but still within this 

rectangular prism were set as inactive.  The downstream face of the simulated core was set to a constant pressure boundary condition 

of 15 MPa, and the upstream face was set to a constant pressure of 15006835.2 Pascals that permitted an exact replication of the flow 

rate (0.01 mL/min), given the PFLOTRAN-calculated properties of water and the designated permeability.  Temperature of the 

simulated domain was held constant at 100 °C, consistent with the experimental design. Because our goal was to examine steady-

state geochemical behaviour during the simulations, porosity and permeability were held constant throughout the simulation. 

 

Chemical Parameterisation 

 

Although trace cations are randomly distributed throughout the dolomite crystals, the relative recoveries of the individual elements 

clearly indicate that the trace constituents of the dolomite do not behave conservatively during the experimental interaction.  Thus, 

a dolomite solid-solution including these trace elements could not suffice to match the observed results, since only stoichiometric 

dissolution and precipitation reactions can potentially be modelled using that approach.  Thus, we modelled the trace Ba, Mn, and 

Sr components as the individual phases witherite (BaCO3), rhodochrosite (MnCO3), siderite (FeCO3), and strontianite (SrCO3).  The 

equilibrium constants for these minerals, as well as relevant aqueous complexes for the elements Ba, Ca, C, Cl, Fe, Mg, Na, Sr were 

calculated at 100 °C and steam saturation pressure using the DBCreate software package (Kong et al., 2013) and copied manually into 

a modified version of the PFLOTRAN ‘hanford.dat’ database.    The solubility constant for dolomite at 100 °C measured by Bénézeth 

et al. (2013), which was shown by Luhmann et al. (2014) to produce more accurate predictions of the solubility of dolomite for the 

experiments studied here, was incorporated directly into the database.  Because the redox state of the reacting fluid was neither 

controlled nor monitored, we do not discuss the reactivity of the siderite (FeCO3) component of the dolomite.  Fe is a trace component 

in all experimental fluid samples and probably behaves quasi-conservatively (i.e., is predominantly precipitated as secondary Fe-

oxyhydroxides upon release from the dolomite structure), and this decision should therefore have a negligible impact on the 

calculation of the evolution of other solution components.  Identical to Luhmann et al. (2014), the rate constants for dolomite and all 

of its trace components were set to 1×10-4 mol/m2/s, which is the rate measured by Pokrovsky et al. (2009) at 100 °C and their maximum 

pCO2 (50 bar).  Their results show negligible dependence of dolomite dissolution rate under these conditions at pCO2 ≳35 bar, 

suggesting that this rate constant is likely applicable to our experimental conditions.  Reactive surface area for dolomite was set to 

that calculated using equations given by Luhmann et al. (2014), i.e., a combination of the simplified Transition State Theory rate law, 

the Pokrovsky et al. (2009) rate constant, the measured rate of Ca and Mg release, and the saturation state calculated on  the final 

experimental sample.  This surface area (27.3 m2/m3 of dolomite) was re-evaluated in the present study to reflect our new porosity 

measurements and normalized to element volume (as is required by PFLOTRAN) by multiplying by the ratio of element porosity 

(0.1213) to solid volume (0.8787), yielding a normalized surface area of 3.77 m2 dolomite / m3 element.   Reactive surface areas of trace 

components were determined by calculating a “total” surface area by considering the relative volume fractions of dolomite (0.99893) 

compared to trace components, and then multiplying the “total” reactive surface area to derive the reactive surface area for each 

trace component.  The net effect of the “total” surface area calculation was negligible given the near purity of the dolomite .  The 

extended Debye-Hückel “B-dot” model (Helgeson, 1969) was used in all PFLOTRAN calculations to approximate activity coefficients 

of the charged species.  Because the dominant charged species in the experimental solutions were Na+ and Cl-, the “B-dot” model 

should provide reasonably accurate approximation of the activity coefficients in our solutions (Tutolo et al., 2015).   A summary of 

chemical parameters used in the simulation is included in Table S-2, where the inlet fluid (Table S-3) used in the simulation is a 

duplicate of the measurement by Luhmann et al. (2014). 
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Computational Setup 

 

Simulations were run in parallel, on 256 cores split over 64 nodes on the Advanced Research Computing lattice cluster at the 

University of Calgary.  Each node on lattice has 8 CPU cores, but the memory demands of the presented simulation were so significant 

(due to the large number of elements and the large input data sets defining the properties of each element individually) that only 4 

cores per node could be used to remain under the 12 GB/node threshold on lattice.   Successive files output at 0.1 h intervals for the 

first hour and then once every hour for the remaining four hours of simulated time demonstrate that the simulation had reached 

steady state over this timespan, thereby permitting comparison between the simulated and experimental results. 

 

Pore Volume and Surface Area Calculations 
 

As noted in Figs. 1 and 2 and the accompanying discussion, concentrations of the trace elements Ba, Mn, and Sr measured in outlet 

fluids from the presented experiments suggest that the pore fluids extracted up to ~60% of the Ba,  ~30% of the Mn, and ~5% of the 

Sr from the experimental cores, while removing only ~3 % of the Ca (Luhmann et al., 2014).  At its most basic level, this observation 

implies that the experimental fluids interacted with more of the rock than can be inferred from changes in dolomite volume (and 

hence porosity) alone.  However, the volume of dolomite which must be accessed by the fluids filling a single pore in order to achieve 

the measured recoveries cannot be directly visualised from the recoveries alone.  Thus, we performed the following calculations in 

order to quantify the volume of interaction required to produce experimentally measured element recoveries for pore radii ranging 

from 1 nm to 10 μm.  First, we calculated the total volume of pores in an average (radius, r = 6.4 mm, length, L =26 mm) core with a 

porosity, 𝜙  = 0.13 (Table S-1) according to: 

      𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝜙𝜋𝑟2𝐿      (Eq. S-1) 

and the corresponding volume of solid dolomite (Vsolid) according to:     

      𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 = (1 − 𝜙)𝜋𝑟2𝐿.     (Eq. S-2) 

Then, we calculated the volume of fluid (Vf) in an individual pore of radius = r1: 

      𝑉𝑓 =
4

3
𝜋𝑟1

3      (Eq. S-3) 

and subsequently combined Eqns. S-1 and S-3 to calculate the number of pores np that would permit representation of the core’s total 

porosity if they all had radius = r1: 

      𝑛𝑝 =
𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑉𝑓
      (Eq. S-4) 

Assuming that the hypothetical pore volume increase that would be required to yield the measured Ba, Mn, Sr, and Ca recoveries 

are 60 %, 30 %, 5 %, and 3 % of Vsolid, respectively, and dividing this value by np yields Vinc,hyp, the hypothetical volume by which an 

individual pore of radius =  r1  would need to increase: 

      𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑐,ℎ𝑦𝑝 =
𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 × 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦

𝑛𝑝
     (Eq. S-5) 

Table S-3: Inlet chemistry used in 

reactive transport simulation 

Component 
Concentration 

(molal) 
Mg

++ 0.17 × 10
-3 

Ca
++ 0.51 × 10

-3 
Sr

++ 1.0 × 10
-9 

H
+ 4 (charge balance) 

CO
2
(aq) 0.6 

Na
+ 1 

Cl
- 1 

Ba
++ 0.06 × 10

-6 
Fe

++ 1 × 10
-9 

Mn
++ 1 × 10

-9 
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where Recovery is, of course, fractional and not percentage based.  Then, r2, the radius of interaction required to achieve the trace 

element recovery may be calculated according to: 

       𝑟2 = (
3 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑐,ℎ𝑦𝑝

4 𝜋
+ 𝑟1

3 )

1

3  .             (Eq. S-6) 

 

Values of r2 calculated using Eqn. S-6 are plotted in Figure 4.  These calculations show that the increase in pore size required 

to achieve measured Ca recoveries in pores under 600 nm would be very low, at the most ~40 nm, or approximately 25× the c-axis 

length of dolomite (15.95 Å, Steinfink and Sans (1959)), but that the interaction volume could be significantly greater for Ba, Mn, and 

Sr: r2 – r1 up to ~440 nm for Ba, ~270 nm for Mn, and ~60 nm for Sr, or 280× c-axis length for Ba, 170× c-axis length for Mn, and 38× 

c-axis length for Sr.  Notably, abundant pores exist in the 100-600 nm range (Fig. 2), and these numbers are an order of magnitude 

lower at r1= 100 nm than they are at r1= 600 nm. 

The volume-normalized specific surface area of a pore of radius = r1 (SSA) may also be calculated according to: 

       𝑆𝑆𝐴 =
3

𝑟1
      (Eq. S-7) 

The values of SSA calculated using Eqn. S-7 (presented in Fig. 4) suggest that equilibration times in  nanoscale pores are orders 

of magnitude shorter than those in micrometre-scale pores, a factor which would promote the enhanced trace element reactivity in 

these pores, including the potential for the dissolution of trace element-rich dolomite and reprecipitation of trace element-poor 

dolomite.  Although this purely surface area-based comparison is highly simplified compared to the complexities of pore-scale 

reactive transport, most factors, such as the longer diffusional distances required to homogenise fluid concentrations across 

micrometre-scale pores and the likely shorter residence time in these larger pores, would compound differences in equilibration 

times rather than offset them.  
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